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IF YOU CAN DREAM IT,
YOU CAN DO IT.

ZOE & MEES

FOREWORD

A book that teaches you the beginning of hairdressing step by step, in 3 ways. I provide

explanations via text, photos and videos.

This is a book for:

• People with affinity for hair and creativity.

• Beginning professionals.

• Creative people who are interested in becoming professionals.

• People who enjoy working with hair. 

You must start somewhere and with this book including all of the useful additions, an

explanation has never been more straightforward.

A book where text becomes visual.

It is my mission to make people self-confident, empowered and beautiful by connec-

ting and reinforcing their inner being with their outer appearance. To give people great 

haircuts and guiding people who want to create beautiful hairstyles. Be creative, be 

confident in yourself, but stay critical.

“If you want something, work for it. It’s that simple.”

Warm regards, 

Laura
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EXPLANATION QR CODE:

You do not necessarily have the required app.

• Download the QR code scanner app via the App Store.

• Scan the QR code with your smartphone or log in using the  

computer via: www.lauravankolk.com/haarknipboek.

• You will automatically be redirected to the corresponding video!


